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hey blogging babe!
I'm so glad you snagged this guide! It is going
to save you so much time and give you the
confidence you need to start pitching yourself
to brands and media outlets.

Your dream collaboration or feature is within
your grasp -- All that you have to do is grab a
template and send that email! The Thrive team
is cheering you on! 

Bree Pair
Thrive CEO



finding the
right contacts:
Social media is your BFF when it comes to finding the right person to
pitch. You may not always get to the right person on your first email (but
sometimes you'll get lucky!), so don't be discouraged if you get passed
through a couple of people before you find your new bestie. 

New bestie? I'm just looking for someone to pitch...

I know. But hear me out... the person on the other side of that email
template is a real person, just like you! It's important to keep that in mind
when you're going into pitching. This will help your mindset when you're
talking to them, negotiating with them, and building a relationship.
When you do that, you're more likely to turn that one-time collab into a
long-term partnership. 

here's where going
to find contacts:

and sometimes, on their website!
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Using a general email address or a contact form is your last resort. What
you want to search for is an email for Marketing or PR. If you're not able
to find it, google "brand name pr contact" and sometimes that will get
you a contact on a more "hidden" page on their website. Bigger brands
don't always have this information available so don't forget to partner
with brands that are within the stores. For example... Boom Chicka Pop!
that's sold in your favorite grocery store. Partner with brands that are on
the shelves rather than the big box store! 

If you can't find the contact on their website, let's try... 
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On their website:

 Type the brand name into the search bar to go to the companies page. 
 Click on "people" in the sidebar to see who works at the company.
 Search for someone in "marketing" "influencer manager" or "social media" 

1.
2.
3.

If you're lucky, you'll find someone with the job title of "Influencer and
Partnerships Manager," that's your gal/guy! 

Then, shoot them a message!

"Hey their name, I am featuring brand name/product here in an upcoming
media post and I'd love to see if there is anything you'd like me to help you
promote! Excited to connect with you."
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 Type the brand name into the search bar to go to the companies page. 
 Send them a DM

1.
2.

"HI! Who can I reach out to about partnering with us for a collaboration? I
am featuring  your producing in an upcoming post and would love to talk to
someone on your team about working together." 

Don't be discouraged if they don't message you back right away, or at all! It
happens to everyone. But these three methods are your best shot for
getting someone's actual email address rather than a canned
"hello@brandname.com" email. If you do get a more generic email
messaged back to you, don't be afraid to ask for the name of the person
you'll be chatting with! You could say something like...

"Thanks for the email! Who's the name of the person I'd be speaking with?
Can't wait to connect with them about specific product."

You won't always get a name, but you might! You never know unless you
ask, and you might get lucky and get a better email address.



pitching
brands:

Hello name,

My name is name here and I am the blogger behind nameofblog.com
and @instagramhandle. 

I recently came across name of product and after doing some research, I
realized this is totally something I'd buy for reason here.

I recently hit [number] of followers and [number] of page views per
month and wanted to reach out and discuss a possible partnership. In
exchange for complimentary product I'd share about your product in my
Instagram stories and include it in an upcoming blog post, complete
with custom photos. The blog post will be promoted on my social media
channels as well as sent out to my email newsletter. 

If there is anything specific about the product you're trying to promote
please let me know so I can include it in my post as well for a more
personal touch. If this is something you would be interested in I'd be
more than happy to send you my media kit. 

You can find out more information about me on my blog, and Instagram. 

Thanks so much for your time! 
your name here

Email Template 1: 
Complimentary Product // No Compensation
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pitching
brands:

Hello name,

My name is name here and I am the blogger behind nameofblog.com
and @instagramhandle. I blog about niche and am from city,state.

I recently hit [number] followers (or page views) and wanted to send you
a note incase you are working on a future campaign where I might be a
good fit. 

I am a huge fan of brand name, specific name of product is my absolutely
favorite! Not only is it something I use/eat/wear, but I believe my readers
would really enjoy a collaboration with your brand. 

If this is something you would be interested in I'd be more than happy to
send you my media kit. If you'd like more information about me you can
check out my blog, and Instagram. 

Thanks so much for your time! 
your name here

Email Template 2: 
For Product and Payment // Option 1
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pitching
brands:

Hello name,

My name is name here and I am such a loyal fan/customer. 

I've been following brand name for years and can't get enough of
product name. I believe my readers would really enjoy a collaboration
with your brand! They hear me talk mention product in my stories, and I
even included it in this roundup post. 

I wanted to send you a note incase you are working on a future
campaign where I might be a good fit. I would love to showcase product
or anything new you have coming up to my number audience of
audience's niche/interest that are ready to learn more about your
product. 

If this is something you would be interested in I'd be more than happy to
send you my media kit. If you'd like more information about me you can
check out my blog, and Instagram. 

Thanks so much for your time! 
your name here

Email Template 3: 
For Product and Payment // Option 2
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pitching
brands:

Idea 1  (good idea, but not too many details)
Idea 2 (good idea, but not too many details)

Hey, name here, it’s me again! 

Share something you’re going to be doing, that would be a great way for
you to show of their product. Here are a couple of post ideas I have to
show off your product, item, etc. while I'm doing this.

Of course, I would love to hear if you have any other ideas or marketing
campaigns that you are looking to push by the end of the year! If there is
anything I can do to help push their product, especially before Christmas,
I am so excited to help. 

Looking forward to collaborating!
Your name here
Link to Blog  |  link to top social media account/s 

Email Template 4: 
Follow Up // Option 1
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pitching
brands:

Hey, name here,

Hope you're having an awesome week! 

I know you are busy, so I will keep this short. Attached is my media kit
where you can see how my voice and my audience would be a perfect fit
for brand name here.

I am planning my content for the next quarter and would love to make
sure I get you guys on my list so I can create some amazing content to
share with my audience about your brand. A great way for me to do this
would be through a couple of social media posts leading them to a blog
post talking about short idea on showcasing product.

Looking forward to collaborating!

Your name here
Link to Blog  |  link to top social media account/s 

Email Template 5: 
Follow Up // Option 2
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pitching
media:

Hey, name here,

Hope you're having an awesome week! My name is name here and I am
the blogger behind nameofblog.com and @instagramhandle. I blog
about niche.

I wanted to reach out about being a potential guest on your podcast! I
recently found name of podcast and have been binging the last few
episodes! It's so good and I absolutely love what you're bringing to your
audience. 

I regularly talk about topic that would be relevant to the podcasts
audience with my audience and I thought that maybe I could lend my
own perspective on your show.

Insert content idea with primary talking points.

I love the way you engage with your guests to share relevant content
with your audience and would love to be considered for an episode.

Here are some different places you can find me: blog url, top social
media account urls.

I look forward to hearing back from you!
Your name here

Email Template 6: 
Pitching for a Podcast
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pitching
media:

Hey, name here,

Hope your day is going well! I wanted to follow up on my previous email
and bump this to the top of your inbox.

I'd still love to be considered to chat with you on name of podcast about
topic. Share more on topic and how it would be helpful to their audience.

Please let me know if you have any questions, I look forward to chatting
with you!

Your name here

Email Template 7: 
Podcast Follow Up
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pitching
media:

Hey, name here,

Hope you're having an awesome week! I wanted to thank you for
compiling the roundup on insert name of publication you found them.
I really like name of influencer you included ands tarted following her
for inspiration. 

My name is name here and I am the blogger behind nameofblog.com
and @instagramhandle. I blog about niche and live in city/state.

I wanted to send you a note incase you're working on any more
roundups or pieces where I might be a good fit. I'd be more than happy
to send you my media kit if you'd like more information. 

Here are some different places you can find me: blog url, top social
media account urls.

Thanks so much for your time,
Your name here

Email Template 8: 
Media Feature // Option 1
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pitching
media:

Hey, name here,

Hope you're having an awesome week! My name is name here and I am
the blogger behind nameofblog.com and @instagramhandle. I blog
about niche and live in city/state.

I loved your recent story about title of article that you wrote for name
of media outlet. 

I would love to help you with an upcoming article. I blog about niche
and live in city/state if relevant. I frequently share common interest and
would love to provide you with high-res pictures, a quote, or additional
information from my blog that would be helpful with any upcoming
articles you're writing.

Here are some different places you can find me: blog url, top social
media account urls.

Thanks so much for your time,
Your name here

Email Template 9: 
Media Feature // Option 2
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pitching
media:
Email Template 10: 
Media Follow Up

Hey, name here,

Hope your day is going well! I wanted to follow up on my previous
email and bump this to the top of your inbox.

I'd still love to be of help for any upcoming articles where my
expertise in niche would be helpful! I attached my media kit for you
to have for reference. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, I look forward to
connecting with you!

Your name here
blog link // instagram link



take a deeptake a deeptake a deep
breath. pick thebreath. pick thebreath. pick the
right template.right template.right template.

and go for it!and go for it!and go for it!


